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The tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon:
Blocking or partial activation?
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Tip-of-the-tongue states may represent the momentary unavailability of an otherwise accessi
ble word or the weak activation of an otherwise inaccessible word. In three experiments designed
to address these alternative views, subjects attempted to retrieve rare target words from their
definitions. The definitions were followed by cues that were related to the targets in sound, by
cues that were related in meaning, and by cues that were not related to the targets. Experiment 1
found that compared with unrelated cues, related cue words that were presented immediately
after target definitions helped rather than hindered lexical retrieval, and that sound cues were
more effective retrieval aids than meaning cues. Experiment 2 replicated these results when cues
were presented after an initial target-retrieval attempt. These findings reverse a previous one
(Jones, 1989) that was reproduced in Experiment 3 and shown to stem from a small group of un
usually difficult target definitions.

The familiar tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) experience sug
gests that recovering a word from the mental lexicon in
volves something more than a single, simple look-up
(Bock, 1987; Garrett, 1988; Levelt, 1989). In addition
to identifying a lexical concept that is adequate for con
veying an idea, the speaker must retrieve or assemble a
word form that denotes the concept. Failures to complete
this second step seem to precipitate TOT states. Such
failures have therefore been scrutinized with the goal of
illuminating the operations of word-form retrieval (A. S.
Brown, 1991; Burke, MacKay, Worthley, & Wade,
1991).

The purpose of the present work was to try to arbitrate
some of the TOT-derived evidence for two contrasting
hypotheses about the mechanisms of word-form retrieval.
Both of them assume an activation-based process, accord
ing to which the most highly activated forms are retrieved
or assembled, either in production or in recognition. How
ever, they differ over how that activation is achieved. The
first hypothesized mechanism is simple activation of tar-
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get forms, including spreading activation among similar
word forms, culminating in the selection of the word that
has accrued more activation than any other candidate (Col
lins & Loftus, 1975; Dell, 1986; MacKay, 1987). The
second proposal crucially involves the inhibition of phono
logically similar words: As words become activated, they
try to suppress their competitors (Grainger, 1990; Stem
berger, 1985). The word that wins is the one that retains
more activation than its alternatives.

These contrasting proposals can be brought to bear on
the explanation of TOT states. On the simple-activation
account, the target word may be activated along with a
set of related words, but if it is less activated than its rela
tives, or fails to surpass a retrieval threshold, it may not
be generated. However, because the target is in fact acti
vated, it may remain tantalizingly close to retrieval, and
some of its relatives may be retrieved in its place. Fol
lowing A. S. Brown (1991), we will call this the incom
plete activation hypothesis (see also Burke et al., 1991,
and Yaniv & Meyer, 1987). Its implication is that the TOT
state represents inadequate activation of the target word,
and the extraneous words that are sometimes attendant
are by-products of normal variations in activation patterns.

The incomplete-activation hypothesis receives indirect
support from an array of studies that suggest that speakers
are more lilrely to overcome TOT states when they receive
valid phonological cues to the target word than when they
receive invalid ones (Brennen, Baguley, Bright, & Bruce,
1990; Freedman & Landauer, 1966; Gruneberg & Monks,
1974; Pease & Goodglass, 1978). Thecues in these studies
were the initial letters of the target words, but Kozlowski
(1977) obtained similar results by using whole words that
rhymed with the targets.
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Mechanisms of suppression or interference bring into
play the possibility of a different etiology for TOT states.
Such mechanisms are implicated in an intriguing hypoth
esis formulated by Jones (1989), according to which
phonological relationships among words may cause TOT
accompanied retrieval failures. This hypothesis, the block
ing hypothesis, was attributed to Woodworth (1929, 1938;
see also Reason & Lucas, 1983). The essence of the block
ing hypothesis is that the similar-sounding words that
sometimes come to mind in place of a sought-for target
actually obstruct target retrieval, thereby causing the TOT
state. Jones dubbed these words interlopers.

Jones (1989; see also Jones & Langford, 1987, and
Maylor, 1990) tested the blocking hypothesis by simu
lating the speaker's experience of interlopers. The as
sumption was that if TOT states arise because interlopers
interfere with access to the target, it should be possible
to precipitate TOT states by intruding words that are
phonologically related to a target word into efforts to
retrieve that target. To do this, Jones modified a proce
dure originally used by R. Brown and McNeill (1966),
in which subjects were given the definitions of rare words
(e.g., ••medieval forerunner of chemistry" for the target
word alchemy). Each definition was accompanied by a
cue word that was related to the target in sound (e.g.,
axial), by a cue word that was related in meaning, by a
cue word that was related in both sound and meaning,
and by a cue word that was not related to the target word.
As predicted by the blocking hypothesis, TOT states were
more frequent when cue and target were phonologically
related than when they were related only in meaning or
were unrelated.

These studies are consistent with a lexical selection
mechanism that can have blocking as its consequence, and
appear incompatible with findings that suggest that phono
logically related words may aid in overcoming TOT states
(Kozlowski, 1977). However, because the question ad
dressed in the Jones (1989; Jones & Langford, 1987)
studies was specific to the effect of interlopers on the in
cidence of TOT experiences and not on the incidence of
successful target retrieval, the data from those experiments
cannot be unambiguously brought to bear on the broader
issue of the nature of the selection mechanism. Since cor
rect retrievals were not reported, the findings do not re
veal whether the TOT states were positively or negatively
correlated with the accessibility of the targets. Conse
quently, the results are equally consistent with the incom
plete-activation hypothesis.

The above conclusion is true for the following reason:
Suppose that all of the subjects who did not report TOT
states on any given trial (non-TOT subjects) fell into just
one of two groups-those who knew the target and those
who did not. If, in fact, all of the non-TOT subjects knew
the target word, we would be justified in assuming that
a higher incidence of TOT states reflected decreased tar
get accessibility. However, it is also possible that none
of the non-TOT subjects knew the target word. In this
case, a TOT state could be regarded as a reflection of in-

creased target accessibility. The true situation is almost
certainly somewhere between these extremes, with the
non-TOT reports divided into successful and unsuccess
ful target retrievals. Depending on their balance, the TOT
reports themselves take on different implications for the
lexical selection mechanism.

In an effort to assess these implications, we carried out
a set of TOT-induction experiments similar to those re
ported by Jones (1989; Jones & Langford, 1987). In them,
we recorded the frequencies of correct and incorrect re
sponses along with the frequencies of TOT states. The
subjects in all of the experiments were presented with defi
nitions and were asked to report the target words when
they knew them. The definitions were accompanied by
cues that were related to the targets in sound alone, by
cues that were related in meaning alone, and by cues that
were not related to the targets.

An important modification of the procedure concerned
the assignments of definitions to cuing conditions. The
previous studies used different sets of definitions in each
cuing condition. To ensure that variations among the defi
nitions did not contribute to the cuing effects, in Experi
ments 1 and 2 we presented each item once in every cuing
condition, although individual subjects received each item
just once. Because of the difficulty of finding words that
were both semantically and phonologically related to all
of the targets, we omitted this compound condition in
Experiments 1 and 2. However, in Experiment 3, we in
cluded such cues and employed the same design as did
Jones (1989), using a different set of definitions in each
of the four experimental conditions. The definitions were
the same as those used by Jones and were assigned to the
same conditions as those used in his experiment.

For correct target retrievals, the experimental outcomes
that are predicted from simple-activation and suppression
views of lexical selection differ in the obvious way. If
the increase in TOT reports that accompanied phonolog
ical cuing in previous work was a product of a simple ac
tivation mechanism (i.e., if phonological cues increased
target accessibility), phonological cues should be more
likely to elicit correct target reports than should unrelated
cues. However, if the retrieval process includes a suppres
sion component (i.e., if phonological cues decrease tar
get accessibility), phonological cuing should decrease the
number of correct target reports relative to unrelated cues.

Because correct responses and TOT reports may not
be fully independent measures, the predictions for TOT
reports are less straightforward. They depend in part on
assumptions about the representation and access of lexi
cal knowledge. If knowledge of the target words varies
in a continuous fashion (and is very broadly distributed
across our subjects), the simple-activation hypothesis
predicts an increase in TOT reports relative to unrelated
cues. The argument would be that subjects who have too
little knowledge of a target word to ever report it ac
curately might nonetheless achieve a TOT state, given the
proper cue. With this continuity assumption, the suppres
sion hypothesis likewise predicts an increase in TOT re-



ports relative to unrelated cues, putting the burden of proof
on the correct responses.

The situation becomes more complicated if lexical
knowledge is represented or accessed more discretely, so
that subjects either know the word or do not. In these cir
cumstances, TOT reports will simply vary inversely with
correct target reports. The simple-activation hypothesis
predicts that, relative to the unrelated condition, cued cor
rect retrievals should increase as TOTs decrease, whereas
the suppression hypothesis predicts that cued correct
retrievals should decrease as TOTs increase. We will refer
to this as the discrete assumption.

To determine which of these assumptions about the dis
tribution of lexical knowledge is more nearly right, in
Experiments 1 and 2 we examined the total numbers of
responses that could reasonably be taken to reflect word
knowledge (correct and TOT responses combined) as per
centages of possible responses. I Given large subject sam
ples (there were 411 subjects in Experiment I and 348
in Experiment 2), stability in these percentages across cu
ing conditions and across experiments would be consis
tent with discrete representation or accessibility of target
knowledge.

Because the blocking hypothesis applies specifically to
phonologically related words, another issue is whether
phonological cuing behaves in a qualitatively different way
than does semantic cuing. In Jones's experiments (1989;
Jones & Langford, 1987), semantic cues elicited no more
TOTs than did the unrelated cues, which is consistent with
the argument that blocking is a sound-related phenome
non. To examine this further, all of the experiments re
ported below compared semantic and phonological cues
for the target words.

EXPERIMENT 1

In the first experiment we adapted the procedure em
ployed by Jones (1989) in order to assess the incidence
of correct target reports along with TOT states, with the
modified experimental design described in the introduc
tion. We employed the version of his procedure in which
cues followed rather than preceded the target-word defi
nitions, because the phonological blocking effect that
Jones (1989) obtained was more powerful when the cues
followed.

Method
Subjects. There were 411 subjects in Experiment I. In all three

experiments, the subjects were undergraduates at Michigan State
University who participated in return for extra credit in introduc
tory psychology courses. The experiments were conducted during
different academic years, making it unlikely that any student par
ticipated more than once.

MateriaL'l. The materials included 36 target-word definitions that
were taken over and, in 6 cases, slightly modified from the mate
rials listed by Jones (1989). Most of the modifications were de
signed to make the definitions and targets more compatible with
English usage in the United States. The changes are noted in the
list of materials given in Appendix A (the list does not indicate spell
ing differences between the two sets of materials but adheres to
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United States' conventions). Four of the definitions from Jones's
unrelated and both semantically and phonologically related cuing
conditions were eliminated at random to create an item set appropri
ate to the design of the present experiment and suitable for the
available testing time.

Each target word was matched with three single-word cues
one a phonologically related cue, another a semantically related cue,
and the third an unrelated cue. The cues were in most cases differ
ent from thoseof Jones (1989) but hadthe same features. The ph0no
logical cues had the same initial sound and letter, the same number
of syllables, and the same stress pattern as did the corresponding
targets but were unrelated to them in meaning. The semantic cues
were related to the targets in meaning but not in form and were
selected from thesaurus and dictionary listings for the target words
(Roger's buemational Thesaurus, 1977;Roger's Thesaurus ofEnglish
Wordsand Phrases, 1982; Webster's Collegiate Thesaurus, 1976);
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1981). The selected words
differed from the targets in initial sound and letter, number of syl
lables, and stress pattern, and, in all but three cases, in the vowel
in the stressed syllable. The unrelated cues were unrelated to the
targets in both meaning and form, differing from them in number
of syllables and in stress pattern, and sharing no phonological seg
ments with them.

We did not adoptJones's (1989) cues in most of the cases in which
that would have been possible, but attempted to find new cues to
better establish the generality of the cuing or blocking effects. How
ever, in 4 cases, the best available cues were identical to Jones's
(these are starred in Appendix A). They met the same criteria as
the remaining 104 cues, which were newly selected. The frequen
cies of the newly selected cues were, on the average, higher than
those used in Jones's experiments.

Three 36-item lists were created from pairings of the target defi
nitions with these cues. Each list contained all 36 definitions and
an equal number of phonological, semantic, and unrelated cues (12
of each), 1 cue for each definition. Across the three lists, each defi
nition was paired once with each of its 3 target cues.

The same pseudorandom order of definitions was used in all three
lists. The cue order was constrained so that there were no more
than two consecutive occurrences of the same cue type.

Each list began with a single practice item. The practice defini
tion (for the target sextant) was "An instrument used for measur
ing angular distances, used especially in navigation to observe the
altitudes of celestial bodies." The cue that accompanied this defi
nition was the word latitude.

The cues for the targets on each list were assembled into indi
vidual test booklets, with different booklets for each of the three
lists. Every booklet contained a single page of instructions followed
by 37 single-page response sheets (1 for each test item, including
the practice item). The response sheet contained the cue word at
the top and a space for writing the target if, after reading the cue,
the subject knew the word. If the target word was unknown, the
subject responded to a series of questions about TOT states. The
questions asked whether the subject was in a TOT state and, if so,
requested best guesses about the initial letter and the number of
syllables contained in the target word.

Procedure. All subjects were tested together in a large audito
rium. They were randomly assigned to one of the three cue lists,
with the constraint that an equal number of subjects received each
list.

At the beginning of the experiment, each subject received a test
booklet. The experimenter read aloud the printed instructions (see
Appendix B), which described TOT states and explained the ex
perimental trials and the procedure for filling in the response sheets.
The experimenter then read the first definition aloud, instructed the
subjects to tum to the page containing the cue word, and then
repeated the definition. The subjects were allowed 50 sec to fill
out the response sheet. At the end of this period, the next defini-
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tion was presented. This procedure was repeated for each of the
36 words in the list.

Response coding and data analyses. The response words were
classified either as targets or as nontargets, Target responses in
cluded all correctly spelled target words as well as misspelledtarget
words, provided that the target word was the most likely pronunci
ation (following regular spelling-to-sound correspondences). All
other responses were treated as nontargets,

On 16 trials, the subjects gave response words and also claimed
to be in TOT states. The response words were classified as targets
or nontargets,but the TOT responses were not includedin the count
of TOT states. On 12 trials, the SUbjects failed to respond in any
way. These cases were treated as missing values and omitted from
the analyses.

Analysesof variance (ANOYAs) treating subjects (FI) and items
(F2) as random factors were carried out separately on the correct
responses and the TOT reports. Effects that are reported as signif
icant were reliable at or beyond the .05 level. Planned pairwise
comparisons among the cuing conditions were carried out by con
structing 95 % confidence intervals with two-tailed test statistics
(Kirk, 1968).

Results
Table 1 shows the distributions of correct target re

sponses and TOT reports for the three cuing conditions.
The cues varied reliably in their effect on correct target

retrieval [F I(2,820) = 4.71; F2(2,70) = 6.20]. Phono
logical cues elicited more correct targets than did either
semantic or unrelated cues, and semantic cues elicited
more correct targets than did unrelated cues (the confi
dence intervals were 31 for subjects and 28 for items).

For TOT states, although the overall ANOV A was not
significant [Fl(2,820) = 1.47; F2(2,70) = 0.94], the
planned comparisons revealed that there were reliable dif
ferences among the cues. There were significantly more
TOTs after semantic than after phonological cues. After
phonological cues, the number of TOTs fell just one re
sponse short of a conventionally significant difference with
the unrelated condition in the subjects analysis, with fewer
TOTs after phonological cues than after unrelated cues.
The semantic cues did not differ from the unrelated cues
(the confidence intervals were 31 for subjects and 39 for
items).

The percentages of responses within each condition that
reflected knowledge of the target (summing the correct
responses and the TOT reports) are shown in the third
column of Table 1. The percentages are obviously very
similar for all conditions, with roughly one-third of the
responses being either a correct response or a TOT re-

port, regardless of cue type. ANOVAs on the summed
responses found no significant differences for subjects or
items [Fl(2,820) = 1.49; F2(2,70) = 1.36].

Nontarget responses occurred about equally often in the
three conditions, 34% of the time overall. There were
1,688 nontarget responses in the phonological condition,
1,691 in the semantic condition, and 1,656 in the unrelated
condition.

We examined the distribution over cuing conditions of
correct specifications of initial letters and numbers of syl
lables. There were more correct first letters and more cor
rect syllable estimates in the phonological condition than
in the semantic and unrelated conditions (184, 146, and
134 for first letters and 209, 187, and 174 for syllables,
respectively). This pattern suggests that phonological cues
heightened the accessibility of target word features, but
further inspection of the data undermined this conclusion.
In the semantic and unrelated conditions, the subjects fre
quently responded with the first letter and the number of
syllables of the cue word (note that in these conditions,
but not in the phonological condition, the first letters and
numbers of syllables of the cues differed from the tar
gets). In these two conditions, there were 96 and 73 cue
based first-letter responses and 222 and 79 cue-based syl
lable estimates, respectively.

To estimate the strength of cue-based guessing relative
to correct responding in the phonological condition, we
calculated the proportion ofcue-based guesses within the
set of correct first letters and cue-based guesses combined
over the semantic and unrelated conditions. On the aver
age, .52 of the first-letter responses and .47 of the sylla
ble estimates were cue-based guesses. If we assume a
comparatively strong tendency to make cue-based guesses
in the phonological condition, and deduct .52 of the tar
get first-letter specifications and .47 of the target-syllable
estimates from the totals, the appearance of greater tar
get knowledge in the phonological condition vanishes.
After these adjustments, there remained 115accurate first
letter responses and 114 accurate syllable estimates in the
phonological condition. Taking these adjustments into ac
count and expressing the response tendencies as percent
ages of the number of TOT states in each cue condition,
there were 18%,21 %, and 20% correct first letters and
18%, 27%, and 26% correct syllable estimates in the
phonological, semantic, and unrelated conditions, respec
tively.

Table 1
Distribution of Responses Across Cuing Conditions In Experiment 1

Response Category

Cuing Condition
Phonological
Semantic
Unrelated

Mean %

Number of Correct
Targets

1,013
951
917

19.5

Number of TOT
States

628
682
658

13.3

Targets and TOTs as
% of Total Responses

Within Condition

33.3
33.1
31.9

Note-Mean percentages were calculated excluding missing responses.



We report similarly corrected data derived from the let
ter and syllable responses in the subsequent experiments,
in which comparable guessing patterns appeared. How
ever, because of the tenuousness of the inferences that
can be drawn from these data, we do not discuss them
further.

Discussion
The results indicated that cuing target words with

phonologically similar words helps rather than hinders
their retrieval. The subjects were more likely to retrieve
defined words when they were given phonological cues
than when they were given semantic or unrelated cues.
These results point toward simple activation rather than
suppression in lexical selection, and toward a partial
activation account of TOT states rather than a blocking
account.

The TOT reports themselves cannot be interpreted in
dependently of the correct target reports, for reasons that
we elaborated in the introduction. In the present experi
ment, the incidence of those reports after phonological
cues was inversely related to the incidence of correct tar
get reports, with fewer TOTs after phonological cues than
after unrelated cues. This difference was only marginally
significant, but together with the significant effect for cor
rect responses, this pattern is also more consistent with
activation than with suppression.

Semantic cues yielded fewer correct responses and more
TOTs than did phonological cues. Relative to unrelated
cues, the semantic cues increased the number of correct
responses and also increased the number of TOTs, but
not reliably so. Although this pattern is slightly different
from the phonological pattern, it does not diverge in a
way that suggests that the underlying dynamics of selec
tion are qualitatively different.

Whether viewed from the perspective of the correct tar
get or TOT reports, the results are different from those
of Jones (1989; Jones & Langford, 1987). A possible ex
planation for the discrepancy between our results and
Jones's may be found in differences in baseline respond
ing within the cuing conditions employed by Jones. Ex
periment 2 begins to address that possibility.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 had two goals. One was to assess how
often the subjects could retrieve each of the targets on
the basis of its definition alone. To accomplish this, the
definitions in this experiment were immediately followed
by an opportunity for the subjects to write down the tar
get word if they knew it.

The second goal was to further examine the effect of
cuing on correct target retrieval, in order to replicate the
results of Experiment 1. Accordingly, a cue word was
made available, but only after the initial response oppor
tunity, permitting examination of the effects of cuing in
just those cases when uncued retrieval failed. Becausesub
jects who have failed to retrieve the target word at the
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point of cue presentation should be in states ranging from
no target knowledge at all to TOT experiences, and be
cause this range is a truncated version of the range that
directly follows the presentation of a target definition, the
effects of cues at this point should be informative about
their role in promoting or hindering correct target retrieval.

Obviously, phonological cues presented at this point
have less chance of inducing TOT states in the manner
predicted by the blocking hypothesis. However, they
could still decrease the likelihood of resolving an exist
ing TOT, thereby increasing the incidence of such states
and decreasing the likelihood of correct retrievals relative
to unrelated cues. Alternatively, the cues could function
as they did in Experiment 1, serving to increase correct
retrievals and decrease TOTs.

Method
Subjects. There were 348 subjects from the same source as in

Experiment I.
Materials. The materials were the same as in Experiment I ex

cept for the arrangement of the response booklets. The response
sheet for each item consisted of two pages, with the first page con
taining the definition of the target word and a space for writing the
word down if the subject knew it. If the target word was unknown.
the subject was directed to tum to the second page of the response
sheet. The second page was the same as the response sheet in Ex
periment I, with the cue at the top.

Procedure. The procedure was in most respects the same as in
Experiment I. The instructions were modified slightly to reflect
the booklet changes. To encourage the subjects to pay attention to
the cue words on the second response page, the instructions included
a sentence that said that the cue "may help you to think of the
word ... 2 The experimenter read each definition aloud just once and
then waited for 50 sec while subjects filIed out the response sheets.

Response coding and data analyses. The responses were coded
according to the same criteria used in Experiment I. There were
7 instances in which subjects wrote down response words but also
claimed to be in a TOT state. These were counted as correct or
incorrect responses and were not treated as TOT events. There were
336 missing values (2.7% of all celIs) from trials in which subjects
failed to respond in any way.

The data analyses were the same as in Experiment I. Correct re
sponses were analyzed separately as either before-eue or after-eue
responses.

Results
Table 2 shows the distributions of correct before-cue

and after-cue target responses and TOT reports for the
three cuing conditions.

The number of correct responses made before the cues
were presented did not differ significantly across the three
conditions [£1(2,694) = 0.82; £2(2,70) = 1.03]. After
the cues were presented, however, the distribution of cor
rect responses varied with cue type [£1(2,694) = 28.10;
£2(2,70) = 12.52J. As Table 2 indicates, correct re
sponses were far more likely after phonological cues than
after cues of the other two types, and semantic cues also
reliably increased the number of correct target reports (the
confidence intervals were 10 for subjects and 16 for
items).

The third column of Table 2 gives the number of re
ports of TOT states across conditions. Although the con-
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Table 2
Distribution of Responses Across Cuing Conditions in Experiment 2

Response Category

Cuing Condition

Number of Correct
Targets Reported

Before Cue

Number of Correct
Targets Reported Number of TOT

After Cue States

Targets and TOTs as
% of Total Responses

Within Condition

Phonological
Semantic
Unrelated

Mean %

697
701
667

16.5

108
49
28

1.5

578
635
564

14.6

33.1
33.2
30.1

Note-Mean percentages were calculated excluding missing responses.

dition differences were not significant in the ANOVA
[Fi(2,694) = 2.97; F2(2,70) = 2.92], the planned com
parisons indicated that there were reliably more TOT re
ports after semantic cues than after either phonological
or unrelated cues. The latter two cue types did not differ
(the confidence intervals for these comparisons were 30
for subjects and 31 for items).

Correct targets (both before and after the cue) or TOT
states occurred on roughly a third of the trials in each con
dition, as shown in the fourth column of Table 2. There
was a difference of about 3% between the unrelated con
dition and each of the other conditions, which produced
a significant effect in ANOVAs on the summed responses
[Fi(2,694) = 6.43; F2(2,70) = 7.93].

There were 2,909 nontarget responses in the before
cue period. After the cues, there were 300, 377, and 235
nontarget responses in the phonological, semantic, and
unrelated conditions, respectively.

The first-letter specificationsand syllableestimates were
corrected and converted to percentages of the TOT re
sponses in the manner described in Experiment 1. Across
the phonological, semantic, and unrelated conditions, the
corrected percentages of accurate responses were 16%,
17%, and 15% for first letters and 21%,26%, and 15%
for number of syllables, respectively.

Discussion
In the after-eue responses, the phonological cues again

failed to produce effects consistent with blocking. For
after-cue correct target reports, the phonological cues
were more effective than either semantic or unrelated
cues. Although they produced somewhat more TOT re
ports than the unrelated cues, the difference was small
and unreliable and, in the face of the strong positive ef
fect for the correct targets, difficult to reconcile with a
suppression account of lexical selection and the compan
ion blocking account of TOTs. Recalling the continuity
assumption about target knowledge outlined in the in
troduction, the occurrence of more correct responses
along with more TOTs is indicative of retrieval support
rather than of suppression.

The semantic cues followed the same general trends as
did the phonological cues in eliciting correct responses
and TOTs, although they had a stronger and more reli
able impact on TOTs. Still, they did not behave in a

fashion that was qualitatively different from that of the
phonological cues.

The chief difference between this and the foregoing ex
periment is the appearance of an altered pattern of evi
dence for facilitation of target retrieval by phonological
cues (relative to unrelated cues). The present pattern is
more in line with continuity than with discreteness of rep
resentation. This may be an indirect consequence of the
"last resort" status of the cues in the present experiment:
They were used only when initial retrieval attempts failed.
It is notable that in one respect, the target knowledge to
tals are also different from those in Experiment 1. There
was a reliable related-cue effect in the summed correct
and TOT responses, with semantic and phonological cues
more often associated with either correct responses or
TOTs than were unrelated cues. However, contrasting
these totals to those in Experiment 1 (compare the last
columns of Tables 1 and 2), it is evident that the differ
ence is entirely attributable to the unrelated condition. For
some reason, the subjects in the unrelated condition failed
to access word knowledge that seemed to be available in
both of the related conditions in this experiment and in
all of the conditions of Experiment 1.

In the before-cue responses, there was no evidence of
differences among the cuing conditions, as one would ex
pect. However, it is possible to use these data to exam
ine, at least in a preliminary way, whether or not the
groups of targets that were assigned to the four cuing con
ditions of Jones's experiments differed in retrievability
for our subjects. For the definitions that appeared in
Jones's (1989) phonological, semantic, both semantically
andphonologicallyrelated, and unrelated conditions, there
were means of43.5%, 53.7%,62.6%, and 74.0% correct
target word reports, respectively. Although the last two
of these percentages are based on subsets of the items from
the Jones experiment (8 of 10 in both cases), the differ
ences are suggestive. Since smaller numbers of before
cue retrievals indicate greater difficulty in recovering
words on the basis of their definitions alone, it appears
that the items in Jones's (1989) phonological condition
may have been the most difficult.

These results diverge from those of Maylor (1990), who
presented the definitions from the Jones (1989) experi
ments to 7 subjects without any cues. She reported
grouped means for the words from the unrelated and



phonological conditions and for the words from the se
mantic and the both semantic and phonological conditions.
These means indicated better retrieval of the words in the
former two sets than in the latter two sets. Similar group
ings of our data yield roughly equal retrieval levels. May
lor also reported that there was no discernible difference
between definitions cued with phonologically related
words and those cued with phonologically unrelated words
(comparing the words in the phonological and in the both
semantic and phonological conditions with those in the
semantic and unrelated conditions). This is again very dif
ferent from our before-cue retrieval results. Since an ob
vious source for these differences is in subject samples
(Maylor's subjects were older and, as were Jones's, Brit
ish), it is important to see whether Jones's results are
replicable in the circumstances of our experiments, in
which we used his assignments of items to cuing condi
tions. That was the purpose of Experiment 3.

EXPERIMENT 3

Experiments I and 2 both suggested that phonological
cues facilitated word retrieval more than did unrelated
cues. In an effort to explain why these results diverge from
those of similar studies (Jones, 1989; Jones & Langford,
1987), we examined a difference in the experimental de
signs. In Experiments I and 2, every definition occurred
in every cue condition. In the Jones studies, however, a
different set of definitions appeared in each cue condi
tion, so unanticipated differences among the definitions
in TOT susceptibility may have affected the condition dif
ferences. The before-cue results ofour Experiment 2 tend
to support this conjecture.

To examine this further, in Experiment 3 we assigned
the definitions to the same conditions in which they had
appeared in Jones's (1989) experiment. We also added
Jones's fourth cuing condition, in which the cues were
both semantically and phonologically related to the tar
get words, as part of an effort to replicate as many fea
tures of the earlier work as was feasible while retaining
important components of the design of Experiments I and
2. Most important, we again asked the subjects to report
the target words when they believed they knew them.

Method
Subjects. There were 261 subjects from the same source as in

the previous experiments.
Materials. The materials from Experiments 1 and 2 were modi

fied by adding 4 definitions and 12 cues, originally employed by
Jones (1989), to create a set of 40 definition-plus-cue pairs. The
4 new definitions are shown at the end of Appendix A. The 12 new
cues included 2 unrelated cues (for 2 of the added definitions in
Appendix A) and 10 cues that were both semantically and phono
logically related to their targets, as given in Jones (1989). These
cues, which we will call both cues, and their respective targets were
abnormality-anachronism, bemock-bemuse, binomial-bilateral,
disclaim-default, fervent-flippant, gelding-gosling, hepatic
hemorrhage, hibiscus-herbacious, injudicious-iniquitous, and
loquacious-literate (note that we used disclaim in place of disclaimer
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andfervent in place oi fervency, in line with themodificationsshown
in Appendix A).

For the remaining 28 items, we used only the cues appropriate
to the conditions in which the corresponding 28 definitions had ap
peared in Jones's (1989) experiment. The condition assignments
of the items in Jones's study are indicated in Appendix A. Except
for the both cues and the two new unrelated cues, all the cues were
selected from those used in Experiments I and 2.

A single list of 40 items was developed from these materials. The
order of the items in the list was constrained so that in each succes
sive group of 4 items there was I item from each of the four cue
conditions, and the average serial position of items of each of the
four types was the same. The order was otherwise random. The
list began with the same practice item used in the previous experi
ments, so that the subjects received a total of 41 definitions.

The response booklets for the experiment contained neither the
definitions nor the cues for the target words. Theone-page response
sheet for each item contained a space for writing the target word
followed by the questions about TOT states used in the previous
experiments.

Procedure. The procedure in most respects duplicated that of
Jones (1989). The experimenter read each target-word definition,
tapped the microphone, and then pronounced the cue word. After
4 sec, this sequence was repeated. Following a 3O-secresponse pe
riod, the next definition and cue were read in the same fashion,
continuing through the 41-item list. The instructions were modi
fied from the previous experiments to reflect these procedural
changes.

Response coding and data analyses. Responses were coded and
analyzed as in the previous experiments. There were 33 trials on
which the subjects wrote down a response word and simultaneously
claimed to be in a TOT state, and 2 missing trials.

Results
The data are displayed in Table 3.
For correct target responses, there was a reliable ef

fect of cue type for subjects [F t(3,780) = 50.41] but not
for items £F2(3,36) = 0.17]. In planned comparisons of
the subject means, the unrelated cues elicited significantly
more correct targets than did any other cue type. The
phonological and both cues elicited the fewest and did not
differ from each other. Semantic cues fell in between, dif
fering from all the others. The confidence intervals for
these comparisons were 18 for subjects and 328 for items.

For TOTs, there was also a reliable effect of cue type
for subjects [Fl(3,780) = 29.57] but not for items
[F2(3,36) = 2.34,p < .10]. Planned comparisons of the
subject means showed that both cues were associated with
the most TOTs, followed in order by phonological and
unrelated cues, which did not differ, and semantic cues,
which elicited significantly fewer TOTs thandid any other
cue type. For these comparisons, the confidence inter
vals were 24 for subjects and 87 for items.

Incorrect target reports constituted 3,073 of all re
sponses (29.4%). There were 759 after phonological cues,
976 after semantic cues, 634 after both cues, and 704 after
unrelated cues.

The first-letter guesses and syllable-number estimates
were corrected and converted to percentages of the re
ported TOT states. For the phonological, semantic,
unrelated, and both cuing conditions, the respective per-
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Table 3
Distribution of Responses Across Cuing Conditions in Experiment 3

Response Category

Cuing Condition

Phonological
Semantic
Both semantic and phonological
Unrelated

Mean %

Number of Correct Number of TOT
Targets States

375 402
434 277
388 504
577 392

17.0 15.1

Note-Mean percentages were calculated excluding missing responses.

centages ofaccurate first-letter guesses were 14%, 14%,
13%, and 16%, and of accurate syllable estimates, 13%,
30%, 34%, and 26%.

Discussion
The findings of Experiment 3 dovetail in important

respects with those of Jones (1989). The definitions in
the phonological cuing condition, the same ones used in
Jones's phonological cuing condition, were the least likely
to elicit correct target retrievals and, next to the items in
the both condition, the second most likely to elicit TOT
states. This is exactly the pattern predicted by the sup
pression hypothesis of lexical selection, and the appear
ance is that phonological cues blocked target retrieval and
induced TOT states. However, the same findings diverge
from those of Experiments 1 and 2, in which we found
that phonological cues were the most likely to elicit cor
rect target retrievals and the least likely to be associated
with TOT states. Since the major difference in the pre
vious experiments was that all of the items appeared in
every cuing condition, it seems that the subset of words
from Jones's (1989) phonological condition is particularly
vulnerable to retrieval problems.

There are two features of the items that may have been
responsible for the difficulty-either the target words or
the definitions for them. Although it is impossible to
convincingly distinguish these alternatives with the data
available to us, on one important measure of word famil
iarity, the words in the phonological condition did not
differ from those in the other three conditions. Jones
(1989) sampled all of the targets from the same Thorn
dike-Lorge frequency category, andwe verified their fre
quencies in the CELEX database (Burnage, 1990), which
includes nearly 18 million words of English text. The
numbers of occurrences per million for the words in the
phonological, semantic, unrelated, and both conditions
were 1.8,0.5, 1.0, and 0.8, respectively. These frequen
cies suggest that, if anything, the phonological targets may
be more familiar than the other three types, but the dif
ferences are not large.

There are, of course, other features of words that may
make them hard to retrieve, including meaning complex
ities that could also make them hard to define. If that is
the problem with the words in Jones's (1989) phonologi
cal condition, it would readily explain why the definitions
for those words were less evocative, on balance, than the

definitions for the words in the other categories in the
before-eue retrievals in Experiment 2.

Paradoxically, the phonological cues are the least likely
culprits for the problems with the words in the phono
logical condition. There are two reasons. First, most of
the cues in the phonological condition in Experiment 3
were different from those of Jones (1989), yet they yielded
similar results. Second, the before-eue retrievals in Ex
periment 2 necessarily reflect cue-independent factors, but
they, too, revealed the difficulty of retrieving the words
from the phonologically cued subset of the Jones items.

This is not to say that the cues were irrelevant to re
sponding. The differences observed among the conditions
in Experiments 1 and 2 obviously must be attributed to
differences in the effects of the cues. Likewise, in Ex
periment 3, there were differences among the conditions
that cannot be explained solely in terms of variations in
the difficulty of the target words. The words from the both
condition represent a clear case: There were relatively
many uncued correct target reports for these words in Ex
periment 2, yet relatively few cued correct target reports
and relatively many TOTs in Experiment 3. Unfortu
nately, because this condition could not be included in
Experiments 1 and 2, we cannot say with any confidence
what the contribution of the both cues might be.

Cue effects may also be responsible for some of the dif
ferences between the results of Experiment 3 and those
of Jones (1989). Of our TOT reports, 32% occurred in
the both condition, 26% in the phonological condition,
25% in the unrelated condition, and 18% in the semantic
condition. In Jones (1989), 27% of the TOT reports oc
curred in the both condition, 30% in the phonological con
dition, 21 % in the unrelated condition, and 21 % in the
semantic condition. Disparities among the cues may have
something to do with these differences in the incidence
of TOTs. The cue disparities are most obvious in the un
related condition. In our experiment, but not in Jones's,
7 of the 10 unrelated cues were monosyllables, and in that
respect were very unlike the cues in the other conditions
(which were, with just one exception, polysyllabic). The
subjects may have guessed that these cues had little to do
with the targets and may have been less motivated to try
to retrieve the corresponding target words.

Despite these differences in TOT results, when correct
target responses are also taken into account, very similar
retrieval patterns for the four subsets of words emerge



from the two experiments. As just noted, the TOT reports
from Jones (1989) suggest that the hardest-to-recall words
were those in the phonologically cued condition, followed
in order by the words in the both, unrelated, and seman
tic conditions. Among correct target responses, we also
found that the hardest-to-recall words were those from
the phonologically cued condition, followed in order by
the words from the both, semantic, and unrelated condi
tions. Evidently, the phonologically cued words were the
most resistant to retrieval. But, considered in light of the
findings in Experiments I and 2, this is more probably
a consequence of the words themselves than of the cues
used to bias their retrieval.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The goal of this research was to evaluate two explana
tions for TOT states derived from alternative proposals
about a basic mechanism of lexical retrieval. The partial
activation hypothesis suggests that TOT states arise when
heightened levels of activation fall short of an adequate
level for selection. The suppression hypothesis, in con
trast, proposes that TOT states arise when the activation
of a word is dampened by its competitors.

The experiments examined how the retrieval of words
from definitions was affected by the provision of sup
plementary cues that were semantically related, phono
logically related, or unrelated to the target words. The
focus was on the effects of phonological relationships, be
cause they have been implicated in a particular type of
TOT-eliciting suppression called phonological blocking
(Jones, 1989). Lexical retrieval was indexed in two
ways-by the incidence of correct target retrievals and
by the incidence of TOT states. In Experiments 1 and 2,
targets were correctly retrieved substantially more often
when they were cued by phonologically related words than
when they were cued by unrelated words. In Experiment 1,
TOT states occurred less frequently after phonological
than after unrelated cues, whereas in Experiment 2, they
were narrowly, but not reliably, more frequent.

In Experiments 1 and 2, semantically cued correct and
TOT responses were not distributed in a notably differ
ent way from the phonologically cued responses. There
were more correct responses following semantic as well
as phonological cues in both experiments, and the TOT
reports were in the same direction in Experiment 2. Only
in the TOT reports in Experiment 1 did the semantic cues
behave differently from the phonological cues. However,
even this difference was not consistent with the predic
tions of the suppression hypothesis.

Overall, these findings are more consistent with par
tial activation than with suppression, both for phonologi
cal and semantic relationships. Models of lexical retrieval
that incorporate only simple activation of lexical entries
predict the superiority of related cues over unrelated cues
in the elicitation of correct target retrievals, whether with
respect to activation spreading directly between related
words (e.g., Collins & Loftus, 1975) or indirectly from
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information shared by the cue and the target (e.g., Dell,
1986), or with respect to retrieval enhancement from com
pound cues (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1988). Except in the
heavily qualified results of Experiment 3, there was no
evidence among the correct responses that the provision
of semantically or phonologically related information re
duced the accessibility of the target words, as a suppres
sion hypothesis would predict.

The support for the partial-activation account from the
TOT results is not as direct as that from the correct re
sponses. A straightforward prediction from partial acti
vation is that both correct and TOT responses should
increase after cuing. However, as we noted in the intro
duction, this prediction assumes that TOT reports can be
elicited from subjects with too little knowledge of the tar
get word to ever be able to report it. For such a predic
tion to be realized, the requirement is that knowledge of
target words be distributed in such a fashion that, even
with cuing, substantial numbers of subjects with partial
knowledge of the target word will fail either to retrieve
it or to experience a TOT state. In consequence, varia
tions in cue effectiveness should be associated with vari
able estimates of target knowledge.

Our data, most clearly in Experiment I, were at odds
with this idea. Experiment 1 showed that the level of tar
get knowledge accessible to cuing was extremely stable.
In all of the conditions in Experiment I, and in two of
the three conditions in Experiment 2, the subjects gave
some evidence of knowing the target words on one-third
of the trials. This suggests that when the subjects who cor
rectly retrieved the target word were eliminated, the num
ber of subjects who were candidates for TOT reports was
severely restricted. Consequently, the TOT results that
are most clearly in line with the partial-activation hypoth
esis are those in which TOTs occurred less often after
related than after unrelated cues, as they did after the
phonological cues in Experiment 1.

In both experiments, phonological cues appeared to be
superior to semantic cues, eliciting more correct retrievals
and fewer TOT states. This is most likely to be due to
the supplementary information that phonological cues pr0
vide. Semantic cues offer little information about the target
words beyond what the definition itself contains, whereas
phonological cues provide information about how the tar
get words sound (see Rubin & Wallace, 1989). Alterna
tively, the relationship of the semantic cues to the target
lexical concepts may simply have been weaker than the
relationship of the phonological cues to the target word
forms.

The results of Experiment 3 differed substantially from
those of Experiments I and 2. In Experiment 3, each tar
get definition was assigned to only one condition, and the
assignments duplicated those of Jones (1989). With this
change, the phonological cues yielded the fewest correct
responses and the most TOT states. Although consistent
with a phonological suppression mechanism of the sort
proposed in the blocking hypothesis (Jones, 1989), this
result is more likely a consequence of the subset of words
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that appeared in the phonological condition in Experi
ment 3 and in Jones's experiment. A post hoc analysis
of the before-cue target responses in Experiment 2 showed
that this subset of words was the least likely to be retrieved
on the basis of definition alone, in the absence of any
cue effects. These words-or their definitions-were un
usually difficult. Another apparent consequence of this
variability among the definitions was that the item effects
were rarely significant.

Our findings challenge the interpretation of previously
reported evidence for the blocking hypothesis. The present
results suggest that phonologically related cue words sup
port the correct retrieval of rare word targets and do so
in a way that is not qualitatively different from that of
semantically related cues. This is more consistent with
a partial-activation account than with a suppression ac
count of TOT states and, in turn, more consistent with
simple-activation mechanisms of lexical retrieval.

Still, there are reasons to be cautious about these con
clusions. As in previous TOT induction studies, the effects
of related cues were assessed relative to an unrelated-cue
condition rather than to a no-cue condition. The latter
arguably offers a more appropriate baseline for the assess
ment of retrieval facilitation and suppression but has the
disadvantage of eliminating not only the informational
value of the cue, but also its motivational value. The
choice of an appropriate neutral condition, here as else
where (Jonides & Mack, 1984), is vexed.

Equally serious are concerns about the paradigm itself.
Although the results of previous experiments that used
the cuing or blocking paradigmhave been brought to bear
on arguments about lexical selection, the paradigm has
features that may prevent it from capturing such processes.
Even when cues directly follow definitions, they may ap
pearwell after lexical selection has occurred and with cor
respondingly little opportunity to influence it, having their
effects instead on more strategic retrieval efforts. The
similarities in the cuing results of Experiments 1 and 2
lend weight to this possibility and invite further scrutiny
of the relationship between normal lexical selection and
the causes of the TOT experience.
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NOTES

1. We did not do this in Experiment 3, in which a different group
of words appeared in each cuing condition.

2. One of the reviewers pointed out that this wording could engender
a facilitatory processing mode.
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APPENDIX A

Materials Used in Experiments 1-3

Semantic Phonological Unrelated
Target definition Target Cue Cue Cue

Materials for Experiments I and 2

To keep eggs warm until hatching" incubate nurture ignorant floor

Of, on, or with two sides" bilateral double bewilderment youth

Hollow or, as regards people, vacuous blank victory chamber
unintelligent, expressionlesss

Sparing, moderate, not self-indulgent, abstemious forbearing acknowledgment duel
especially in food and drink"

Long close garment worn particularly cassock robe careless division
by clergy and choir singers
[choristers], often under a surplice"

Something out of keeping with the anachronism premature accelerator view
times in which it exists''

To make calm or serene or to reduce tranquilize soothe tropical deep
agitation, especially by use of a drug"

Adherent of [to] the view that human determinist fatalist diminutive hall
action is not free but directed by
external forces acting on the will"

Able to read and write" literate intellectual lavender mind

The desire to do evil, or for others to malevolence hostile molecular drink
have ill fortune"

The study of the developing fetus embryology cellular electricity night
before birth"

Feeding on both plants and flesh" omnivorous vegetarian optometrist head
Female spirit whose wail portends

death'' banshee ghoul background cow
Referring to a phrase or way of idiomatic euphemism imagination seven

expression natural or peculiar to a
particular language"

To listen [someone who listens] to other eavesdrop[per] sleuth" eager note
people's conversations''

Term describing an issue that is open to negotiable viable nobility pass
discussion or modification"

Saying little, reserved,
uncommunicative'' taciturn withdrawn tolerance baby

Very small in size, as in "Gulliver's lilliputian petite legislation comedy
Travels't"

The complete remains of a dead animal, carcass bones conjure wine
especially at a butcher's''

Like a beautiful, angelic child" cherubic saintly chihuahua law
State of mind in which one takes or

treats things lightly or with a lack of flippant[cy] sarcastic flicker house
respect''

Stoppered glass vessel in which spirits decanter carafe" depression smile
are brought to the table"

Common term for injury to the neck whiplash noose whisper democracy
caused by a sudden jerk of the head,
for example in a vehicle collision"

Adherent of the view that whether God agnostic heathen adhesive year
exists is unknowns

A young goose'' gosling pelican goblet beard
A person unnecessarily anxious about hypochondriac invalid hemispherical • flute

their health"
Medieval forerunner of chemistry" alchemy transformation accurate dish
To [stupefy.] bewilder or confuse'' bemuse stupefy bouquet glass
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Semantic Phonological Unrelated
Target Cue Cue Cue

hemorrhage anemia hurricane window

lacrosse badminton latrine wife

bibliophile reader barbarism heart

herbaceous floral harmonic ill

braise saute bridge financial

hospice ambulance honey tray

diminuendo waning dissociation" place

banal commonplace bizarre judge

Additional Materials for Experiment 3

Target definition

The escape of blood from vessels,
includin\ internal as well as external
bleeding

Game like hockey but with ball caught
by, carried in, and thrown from a net
on a stick"

Lover of books"

Descriptive term for the type of plant of
which the stem is not woody or per
sistent, and whose leaves and roots
are often used for food, medicine, or
scent''

To steam food, particularly meat,
slowly in a closed container"

House of rest for travelers or for the
terminally ill, often kept by a
religious order"

A musical term for a passage performed
with gradual decrease in loudness"

Obvious or trite''

To fail [Someone who fails] to act, to
pay, or to appear for judgment in default[er]
court''

Term used to describe a decision or iniquitous
person which is wicked or grossly
unfair''

Puzzle in which one tries to piece to- jigsaw tyrannize*
gether a broken picture"

Relating to the great seas of the worldu oceanic naturalism*

Note-Deletions from Jones's (1989) target definitions and targets are bracketed; additions are italicized. *Cues retained from
Jones's cue words. Condition assignments of definitions in Jones: sSemantically related cue; PPhonologically related cue; BBoth
semantically and phonologically related cue; uUnrelated cue.

APPENDIX B

Instructions for Experiment 1

This is an experiment on tip-of-the-tongue experiences. When
these occur, people know that they know a particular word, but
cannot recall it. This frustrating feeling is embodied in the
expression ., It's on the tip of my tongue." We are interested
in when such experiences occur, how they are resolved, and
what kinds of information people can recover about the word,
even when they cannot recall the word itself.

I am going to read you the definitions for 37 words. After
each one, I will ask you to turn to a page in your booklet. There
you will find a cue word that is sometimes related to the target
word, sometimes in meaning and sometimes in sound. Read the
cue word and then, if you know the target word, write it down
immediately in the space provided.

Sometimes, you will not know what the target word is. But
you may have a tip-of-the-tongue experience, knowing that you
do know the word without being able to bring it to mind. When
this happens, you should indicate it by responding "yes" to the
question

Is the word on the tip of your tongue? Yes__ No__
If you respond' 'yes, " there will be two further questions to

answer. These questions concern the initial letters and numbers
of syllables in the word that is on the tip of your tongue.
Sometimes you will know the answers to these questions and
sometimes you will not, but either way, give your best estimate.
When you are completely uncertain, just guess.

Please raise your hand if you have any questions.

(Manuscript received January 27, 1992;
revision accepted for publication April 29, 1992.)




